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About This Content

HOARD: Dynamite Roll! DLC pack is full of new and exciting content that any self-respecting dragon should own! Hours of
new treasure-hoarding joy are included:

9 new maps, including more co-op maps: Team up to break through the arcane defenses of Artillery and keep enemies
at bay in Rampart! Compete for scraps on Splits, and bathe yourself in gold in Giant Problem.
Bomb Wagons: the enterprising villagers have started shipping wagons full of fireworks back and forth. Light their fuse
and use them to blow up enemies…but watch out for your own hide!
Bumper Crops: valuable crops will sometimes grow. Burn them down and collect the cash before they disappear!
Bell-towers: a new town building. Burn it down to reveal a Heal Powerup!
Heal Powerups: instantly regain full health and surprise your enemies!
11 New Achievements that will test your skills as a dragon! Can you take out two knights with a single bomb cart to
earn Simultaneous Attack? Put all that tree burning to good use with Woodburn.
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I am recommending this game as much, as this yummy reciep for melons sorbet:

Serves: 1 litre

1) Place the melon in the bowl of a food processor and process until smooth. Add the lemon juice, vodka, and sugar and process
for another 30 seconds.

2) Place the mixture into the refrigerator until the mixture reaches 4 degrees C; depending on the temperature of your
ingredients and refrigerator, this could take 30 minutes to 1 hour.

3) Pour the chilled mixture into the bowl of an ice cream maker and process according to manufacturer's directions.

4) Transfer the sorbet to an airtight container and place in the freezer for 3 to 4 hours before serving.

Enjoy<3. This game is one of the less satisfying game Ive played from the book-adventure category and for multiple reasons,
First of all is because there is obvious political opinion put into the story, wich is far left, as a kekistani myself I do not adhere to
this ideology and it was annoying having to see it into the game, I wouldn't have cared if it was subtle, but it isn't. Another
reason is because of the meaningless of your choice, your choice doesn't change anything, there is only 2 way the game can end
and there are no real impact from your decision, the character you meet aren't really 3 dimensional, they have no personality. I
rarely dislike games but I found this to be a waste of money, if you have around 8 buck to spare you should buy Choices of
Robots instead, or Tin Star, they are really well done and I will remember those game for a long time.. The only DLC I bought,
and probably the most useful of the weapon DLCs since the majority of the time in this game is Jill Time. That being said, it's
absolutely nonessential and isn't really worth the money, only adding a mild adjustment \/ upgrade to the main pistol and not
adding anything particularly new or novel to your arsenal. You can skip this safely.. not goodd gammmme
. Sound Shift is a decent, if simple indie game. Sound Shift takes whatever audio is playing through your computer, and sets the
game to it, visualizations and all. It does not have a lot of functionality, but I thought it was fun. If it sounds interesting to you,
you should check it out now that its free.

If you like it, how about try Sentinel, another free game from the same dev.
http://store.steampowered.com/app/293200/. I LOVE ROOM ESCAPE games but sadly.....I can't recommend this game...
Its WAY TOO DARK and even wtih the little "flashlight" you still can't see crap!
Im running an i7 4790K and a 1080 SC GPU and still have glitchy\/studdering issues.
Refund has been requested

Save your money and pass this one up!
. A good game .
The price is good .. HONESTLY I WISH I HAD A TIME MACHINE SO I COULD STOP MY PAST SELF FROM BUYING
THIS GAME

cons
bad voice acting
short
boring
to expensive for 2 dollors

pros
I do like the graphics look
I mean I had a few lauhgs

conclusion
I mean if your looking for a game to play the drinking game with or something like that get it
but if your looking for a game (thats what I was looking for) DO NOT GET IT
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Right now there is a lot of potential in this game, but its flaws are too glaring, particularly in regard to the constant and
unreasonably harsh night raids you suffer since very early on. A well-crafed patch can certainly turn this into an awesome title..
I love this game.

This is an extremley good game for people who are fans of Hack and Slash RPG's

If you like Avenged Sevenfold then I HIGHLY reccomend this game.. 100 % scam do not buy this. Despite early access, this is
a charming little game that blends XCOM and FTL mechanics. Obviously there's a lot of development to be done on it yet but
the dev seems to be very keen to keep the process moving.. Could not think of a better game about fishes. get horrible stutter
when my steering wheel is connected and I am not the only one. Definitely would not recomment. Just not as fun as the first
one. Your units don't respond to your commands which leave them vulnerable to attack.. Incredibly fun from the time I've
played it!
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